Abstract: Maps is a valuable tool for the geographer to do geographical research.
Introduction
Geography is a branch of science which helps bridge between the physical environment study and the cultural situation within the area of interest (Castree, Rogers, & Sherman, 2005) . Based on the Oxford Dictionary, geography studies about physical features of the earth and its atmosphere, and of human activity as it affects and is affected by these, including the distribution of populations and resources and political and economic activities (Oxford University Press, 2018) . Holt-Jensen (2009) stated that some people have a vague view of geography scientifically. The fact of geography can be seen from the place's names, location, land use, the topography to other spatial features encountered in map, aerial photography and satellite imagery. Those facts are firmly bound with spatial data, in the form of a map or another visualization. Consequently, geography requires the study of cartography to be the supporting tool for geographical research (Hagget, 2001) . One of the cartographic branches is cartography toponymy. The name is inherent in human life. Personal names, as well as geographical names, have to be the most relevant name-type, along with the name of objects, trademark, the flora' and fauna's names (Hough, 2016) . In geography, geographical names or often called as place names or toponyms are examined more frequently compared to other terms (Gammeltoft, 2016) . The term of geographical names in Indonesia is interchangeable with nama rupabumi (Badan Informasi Geospasial, 2017) . More specifically, this branch of science which learns about geographical names is known as toponymy or toponomastics (Hough, 2016) . Mapping of geographical names is becoming more important, on account of the human who is occupying an area, therefore in that specific location is being given names upon every aspect of geography such as rivers, hills, islands, straits, roads, places, mountains, and the extra aspects within one area or the ones spotted on it. Based on the Geospatial Information Act number 4 2011, either a community or individuals who are qualified could make the thematic map. A thematic map-making process employs database from the base map ("Indonesian Acts Number 4 the year 2011 about Geospatial Information," 2011). Then, the geographical name is a mandatory layer that should appear on base maps. A number of policies related to the geographical name in Indonesia are (Bakosurtanal, 2006) : a) upon having several names, another geographical names is considered to be a variant name and recorded inside of national gazetteer; b) to be able to use the personal name as geographical names if he/.she has been deceased a minimum of 5 years and is considered to hold exceptional merits in local area and/or national; c) to be able to speak foreign languages if it holds a historical value, culture, custom, and/or religion. Geographical names of an area can be altered with the considerations as these (Badan Informasi Geospasial, 2017) : 1) is an origin of foreign language and has negative connotation toward national urgency; 2) has been utilized in an area within the same administration level/different location; 3) the changes in status and function; 4) to preserve the local history and culture; 5) upon the urgency of ideology, politic, economic, social and cultural, defence and security, both nationally and internationally; or 6) to give a reward toward a person with exceptional merits for the nation. Commonly, the name-merging takes place after the process of integrated areas removed to another area. Several aspects that need to be regarded in giving, altering, and erasing names are language, law, international relations, history, anthropology, politic, administration, security and defence of one country. The advantage taken from geographical names includes state sovereignty, disaster management, elections, tourism development, cultural preservation, the reference for administrative border-drawing in public space, and social economy growth. Geographical names could be used for recognizing the regional dynamic. The regional dynamic seems to be an intense discussion along with the region's autonomy. A region implements their policies within the boundary that has been decided upon; it means that the policies of one region are not allowed to cross lines that have been determined by the constitutions. According to the evaluation of multitemporal maps, the information related to the regional dynamic will be visible. For instance, a case interconnected with the dynamic of areas in Indonesia is about borders between Magelang Municipality and Magelang Regency. The conflict between the borders emerge as a physical effect of the border lines of such areas are not resolute, meaning there has not been an agreement reached in between two regions at several points. One of the issues behind the disagreement about the borderlines of two regions mostly lies in the possibility of part of the area to carry out such strategical points through two parties. The friction ensues is not merely about the technical problem in the application of juridical boundary out of the constitution on forming an area to a physical site. However, it is very complex and takes an extended period to settle. The objectives of this research are : a. Analyse the changes of geographical names using multitemporal maps; b. Interpret the changes of geographical names as data of regional boundary changes.
The trend of geographical names research
Geographical names are, by definition, series of words to identify the physical feature as well as the administration of earth, sea, and space objects (Randall, 2001) . UNGEGN describes the geographical names as names that are put onto earth's features, consist of residential names, administrative divisions, natural and unnatural features, and open areas that hold a specific local significance (United Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names, 2006). Geographical names contain necessary information of location. In addition to that, geographical names also allot to attributive information toward the correlated spatial data (Tent, 2015) . With the enlargement of study in association with place names critically (Vuolteenaho & Berg, 2009) , without a doubt, they do not merely act as an information contributor on just the physical background but the anthropological factor as well. In examining geographical names, a few kinds of approaches can be performed. Research is carried out through qualitative and quantitative manners. A study that engages in geographical names comprises linguistics, history, archeology, anthropology, and geography. Geographical names are the embodiment of humans as a language speaker to respond to the society they reside in. Geographical names can be perceived as a cultural artifact that comes out of the interaction between languages (oral or written) and its surrounding. To know geographical names comprehensively, it is necessary if we know of when the names are worn, of whom, and its motivations (Fellows-Jensen, 2016) . It is therefore said that geographical names' research is more effectively performed by a direct visit to the study sites, to converse with locals, and through the medium of a map. Tent (2015) summarized all of the related researches on geographical names include: (1) the place-naming practice and pattern (both temporal and spatial); (2) the regional distribution for certain geographical types of names, or geographical features; (3) the residential pattern (in both temporal and spatial methods); (4) the geomorphology of an area (by centralizing the attention towards feature types); (5) grammar/geographical names syntaxes; (6) geographical linguistic (a regional distribution for name types); (7) (2018) . Spatial research method on geographical names has been summarized by Wang et al. (2006) . Spatial analysis is the process where researchers change the raw spatial data into useful spatial information, and by far it is thoroughly a thought-out creation of spatial information as an additional value on attributive data through options or objective (Longley, Goodchild, Maguire, & Rhind, 2015) . Murayama & Thapa (2011) states that spatial analysis can be classified into broad and narrow significances. The latter comes off as an analysis method of spatial data.
Meanwhile, the broader meaning shows that spatial analysis serves the revelation and clarification of process, structure, begins with the spatial phenomenon occurs on earth. The results are designated in order to aid the spatial decision-taking and functions as a tool to help regional planning and decision making. Longley et al. (2015) say that spatial analysis is the crux of GISSc. It covers the complete information, the manipulation, and the method applied on geographical data to increase those values, to support the decision, and to unravel the pattern and the anomaly that has yet to be clear. In other words, spatial analysis exists to help us with the process of changing the raw data into richer information, scientific discovery, or efficiently capturing a decision.
Area of study and data collection
This research takes place in Magelang Municipality and Magelang Regency (Figure 1 ). 
Results and Discussions

Magelang from 1855 to 1915
The Dutch East Indies or now called Indonesia was part of The Netherlands (the Dutch) since 1819. Started from that period there happened a regulation change in Indonesia under the reigning Dutch government. At the same time, the Javanese community transformed into a colonialized community as well as the success of colonial's regulation expansion spread through Sumatra to the eastern Indonesian islands (Gale, 2018) . In conjunction with Dutch colonialism, most of the terms were supposed to be written in Latin. Nevertheless, the geographical names in Indonesia were written using Dutch spelling even the maps produced were using Van Ophuijsen's spelling. This orthography was modeled into the style familiar to the Dutch. Through Kaart van Het Regentschap Magelang or Map of Magelang Regency published in 1855 at the scale of 1:131.000, the Regency was divided into seven districts (Figure 2) namely Remameh, Magelang, Bandongan, Ballak, Menoreh, Probolinggo, and Ngassinan. The map was issued with recorded data from Radhen Yoso Dhi Poero. In 1855, the administration of both the city and regency of Magelang was still intact. Sixty years later, the administrative distribution of Magelang Regency was split into seven districts as yet (Figure 3 ). On the other hand, some of the districts happened to change names. Along with the previous two maps that employed old orthography in its geographical names writing, the 1915's Magelang en Omstreken map scaled 1:50.000 recorded extra information such as the inclusion of diacritic (ĕ,å) for the geographical names. Diacritic taught that a vowel to be pronounced as a whole syllable rather than a diphthong as well as the numeral sequence within the same geographical names. For instance, there were three geographical names "Kӗdoengsari" thus at the beginning or the ending were being given the number of "1", "2", and "3". The geographical name at coordinate X:411272, Y:9171096 was "Kӗdoengsari 1", at coordinate X:410542, Y:9170474 was "Kӗdoengsari 2", "Kӗdoengsari 3" at coordinate X:414304, Y:9175982. The numeral dimension added was smaller compared to its geographical name. These two maps did not possess a coordinate. The Central Mapping Committee issued a regulation to mark a map with a coordinate point from 1905 (Ormeling, 2005) . The former coordinates were the ones adjusted to the current location. This subject was carried out by georeferencing a map in 1915 onto RBI map dated back in 2001. Furthermore, the latest mapping system was designed by J.J.K Enthoven in 1905 using the continuous area scoping system or a map with grid sector alongside the administrative border usage. The chosen map scale was bound to be bigger, 1:50.000, likewise the one from 1915. Nonetheless, it was unknowable of the reasoning behind 1915's version coordinates nonexistence albeit adopting the newest system.
Magelang from 1915 to 1938
In 1938, diacritic was excluded from the geographical names text but instead was added the coordinates. This fact could be seen through the topographic map produced in The Netherlands in 1938 (Midden Java Blad Map 47/XLI A) (Figure 4 ). The latest mapping system was designed by J.J.K Enthoven in 1905 using the continuous area scoping system or a map with grid sector alongside the administrative border usage. The chosen map scale was bound to be bigger, read as 1:50.000. Although the mentioned map was to display only four districts (Magelang, Salaman, Tegalrejo, Grabag) (Figure 4 Table  Conference . The topographic map showing Magelang and its surrounding area that was made by AMS in 1945 did duplicate the Dutch 1938's version was viable as the U.S Department of Data Center, their official diplomacy resource filed out the development of worldwide politic, military, social, and economic from the 20 th century, permitted the researchers to disclose such important matters in relation with politics, military, social, and economics happening in a specific country and/or the arising of certain events (Gale, 2018) . The charting that was sorted out in the early 20 th century to the World War II marked with the ultimate level of plotting operation and the initial introduction of photogrammetry (Ormeling, 2005) . The RBI Maps were not composed in old orthography. Instead it had been revised with the perfected spelling system. In these maps could be spotted the spelling modification of village's geographical names, for example, the village at the coordinate of X:413751, Y:9176728 back in 1943 was named "Ngembek", it then went through a proliferation in 2001, and the name had become "Ngembi Kidul" and "Ngembi Lor". Based on RBI Maps, the same geographical names were found in more than two subjects, yet there was no inclusion of number order on matching 
Magelang in 2018
By utilizing Open Street Map (OSM) and Google Maps, two web-based applications that are capable of creating maps with the characteristic of open source, the society can exploit them by accessing and/or adding geographical data, specifically the geographical names. Started from 2007 to current days, the changes in the territory of both the city and the regency of Magelang were not clearly visible. On Google Maps, the geographical names data served are not as detailed as the ones on topography maps or the RBI maps. The subdistrict geographical names in specific scales can only be presented through certain areas that are relatively easier on the access and frequently visited ( Figure 6 ). Muntilan, Mungkid, Mertoyudan, Magelang, and Secang are regions which can be come across upon a trip from Yogyakarta to Semarang. The administrative borders and geographical names information are absent, as the challenge arises on differentiating the village, to the subdistrict, to the town, even the regency. OSM is otherwise pretty distinctive with the information where geographical names can be decided upon. On the other hand, the writing of geographical names is categorized through knowledge and the accuracy on documenting the areas conducted by the surveyors. As the chance of inaccuracy on noting down geographical names is seemingly significant. Shown in Figure  7 where "Kedungsari" is supposed to be located at the coordinate of 
Conclusions
Based on this research, we could conclude that: 1) the existing maps, both colonial and post-colonial version maps, can be benefited as a resourceful data of multitemporal geographical names; 2) the growth of regions territory can be tracked from the data of border's progression served on maps; 3) by tracing paths through the maps, the existence of Magelang Municipality in a physical form (the urban constructions) had been borne since it belonged to Kedu Residency. Conversely, Magelang Municipality administratively turned up on maps starting 1938; 4) some of the geographical names came across the changes impacted from the proliferation and integration of regions within parts of Municipality and Regency of Magelang.
